NEXSYS
THE BETTER SOLUTION
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AS UNIQUE AS YOU

Design cover, brushed stainless steel

Design cover, polished stainless steel

Design cover, polished gold

Design cover, brushed rose gold

Design cover, powder-coated alpine white
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AS UNIQUE AS YOU

AROUND 5,000 COMBINATIONS

3
5
17
20
The choice is yours:

design covers

colours

dimensions

surfaces
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SYSTEM SOLUTION

FACTORY PRE-ASSEMBLED.
SIMPLE AND FAST INSTALLATION.
The 4-in-1 system consisting of shower surface, sealing system, sloping
support element and channel eliminates multiple installation steps and the
installation frame. For the easiest installation of ﬂoor-level shower surfaces
imaginable.

ALL-ROUND SEALING TAPE
The ultra thin and ﬂexible material integrates easily and
securely into the bathroom’s composite sealing, complying
with DIN 18534.

SHOWER SURFACE
Made of superior KALDEWEI steel enamel, the material is known and
appreciated for its excellent qualities, such as strength, toughness,
robustness, hygiene and exceptional cleaning properties. The seamless
shower surface reliably protects against water damage.

KALDEWEI steel enamel

easy & secure

impermeable & sturdy
SUPPORT ELEMENT
The sturdy support element with
its integrated slope of 2% ensures
optimal and safe water run-off without the need to make an elaborate
sloping screed. Cutouts in the support
element for the waste channel reduce
the overall height of the system.

f lat & ultra f lat
LOW HEIGHTS
NEXSYS is the optimal solution for ﬂoor-level
shower surfaces in ﬂoors with limited installation depth. Waste channels are available in a
choice of two designs: ultra ﬂat (ﬁtting height
of 86 - 100 mm depending on the NEXSYS size)
or with water seal height 50 mm to DIN 1253-1
(106 - 190 mm depending on the NEXSYS size).

THE IDEA
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SIMPLY COMPLETE. SIMPLY INGENIOUS.
CHANNEL AND BOARD MEET SHOWER SURFACE.

SIMPLE. FAST. SECURE.

INSTALLED IN 4 STEPS.

1

Position the waste outlet in the level
screed cutout (nominal size of the shower
surface + 20 mm) and connect in the same way as
conventional shower surfaces.

channel design
ﬂush ﬁtting
level standing area
complete system

2

For height adjustment, create a screed base
or – without need for drying – use a rigid foam
substructure. Refer to the installation instructions or
use our interactive online planning aid to determine
the correct height.

seamless surface
robust
easy to clean
durable

3

Position the NEXSYS system and connect the
shower channel with the waste outlet. Next,
integrate the pre-assembled sealing strips into the
composite sealing and finish the tiling.

= NEXSYS
NEXSYS – a completely revolutionary concept; there
is no quicker and easier way to fit a ﬂoor-level shower
surface with waste channel.
Because NEXSYS is not simply a shower surface
but rather a complete, installation-ready system.

The components are already connected and can
be installed immediately – including integrated
waste channel and sturdy sloping support element.
Therefore, to describe NEXSYS as a small revolution
would be an understatement.

UNIVERSAL USE
FLEXIBLE INSTALLATION

WALL INSTALLATION

CORNER INSTALLATION
LEFT / RIGHT

NICHE INSTALLATION

4

Finally, fit the design cover – done.

For detailed steps refer to the enclosed installation
instructions or check online at www.kaldewei.com
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KALDEWEI PERFECTION

BEST CHOICE FOR YOUR CUSTOMERS:
KALDEWEI PERFECTION.
SLIP RESISTANT: KALDEWEI SECURE PLUS
SECURE PLUS from KALDEWEI is an anti-slip finish
delivering ideal properties.

SECURE PLUS is permanently fired into the shower
surfaces for optimised safety underfoot.

The KALDEWEI SECURE PLUS enamel, which covers
the entire surface of the product, is virtually invisible,
but slip-resistant nonetheless.
KALDEWEI SECURE PLUS meets various anti-slip
standards including Quality Class B for barefoot
wet areas (DIN 51097). The surface itself has a
subtle feel to it and comes in the refined look of the
COORDINATED COLOURS COLLECTION.

CLEAN: KALDEWEI EASY-CLEAN FINISH
With the optional easy-clean finish designed by
KALDEWEI, the water simply rolls off the shower
surface taking virtually all dirt and lime particles
with it.

Easy-clean finish is a surface finish that is permanently fired into the KALDEWEI steel enamel. It is
characterised by unique durability and long life.
Its non-stick properties are guaranteed to remain
virtually intact for 30 years even when wiped once or
twice a day.
Easy-clean finish is available for all KALDEWEI shower
surfaces.

Even dried-on water spots and lime deposits can be
easily removed.
And because you only need a soft, wet cloth instead
of aggressive cleaners, the easy-clean finish is a
clean affair for the environment, too.

DIVERSITY
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AS UNIQUE AS YOUR DESIRES:
OUR SURFACE AND COLOUR OPTIONS.

CAN BE COMBINED AT WILL
WITH 5 DESIGN COVERS.

The perfect bathroom means different things to different people. Our colour palette therefore offers
great freedom of design.

As if aesthetic perfection was not enough, the NEXSYS
offers almost infinite possibilities of variation. Five
different design covers alone can be combined with a
choice of 17 colours for the shower surface.

This allows you to design the bathroom based entirely
on your customer’s ideas. Creating for them a place
of pure comfort and wellbeing.

ALPINE WHITE

SANITARY COLOURS

alpine white

bahamabeige

manhattan

RANGE

Add to this one of the three surface finishes and
enhance your bathroom with a NEXSYS of unique
customised appeal.

COVER DESIGN

pergamon

black
brushed stainless steel

polished stainless steel

polished gold

brushed rose gold

powder-coated
alpine white

The collection of matt colours, combined with
professional surface technology, underlines the
special character of our shower surfaces, setting
new standards in sensory awareness and quality.

In keeping with the current trends in tiling, the
colours of the ﬂush-fit showers in the COORDINATED
COLOURS COLLECTION are perfectly coordinated to
the tile colours available in the shops.

SURFACE CHOICE

COORDINATED COLOURS COLLECTION
KALDEWEI steel enamel

alpine white matt

seashell cream matt

prairie beige matt

pearl grey matt

oyster grey matt

SECURE PLUS

EASY-CLEAN FINISH

pasadena grey matt

PRODUCT CONFIGURATOR
Customise a bathtub, shower surface or washbasin to
meet your own requirements and select from different
models, sizes, colours and special features.
catania grey matt

city-anthracite matt

maple brown matt

Actual product colours may differ slightly from those illustrated due to the printing process.

woodberry brown matt

ancona brown matt

lava black matt

Plan and create your personal bathroom solution with
KALDEWEI Digital Services at www.kaldewei.com.

TECHNICAL DATA
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DIMENSIONS
MODEL NO.

REQUIRED ACCESSORIES
2610

2611

2612

2613

2614

2615

2616

2617

2618

2619

External length

a1

800

800

900

800

900

1000

900

800

900

1000

External width

b1

800

900

900

1000

1000

1000

1100

1200

1200

1200

c10

44

46

46

48

48

48

50

52

52

52

Height with support
Total height, KA 4121

q1

Total height, KA 4122

q1

MODEL NO./PRODUCT CODE

min. 104

min. 106

min. 106

min. 108

min. 108

min. 108

min. 110

min. 112

min. 112

min. 112

max. 174

max. 176

max. 176

max. 178

max. 178

max. 178

max. 180

max. 182

max. 182

max. 182

84

86

86

88

88

88

90

92

92

COLOUR OF DESIGN COVER
For shower surface length

92

2621

2622

2623

2624

2625

2626

2627

2628

2629

External length

a1

1200

900

800

900

1000

800

900

1000

750

900

External width

b1

1200

1300

1400

1400

1400

1600

1600

1600

1700

1700

c10

52

54

56

56

56

60

60

60

62

62

q1

max. 182
92

min. 114
max. 184

min. 116
c10

Total height, KA 4122

min. 112

max. 186

94

96

q1

q1

min. 116

min. 116

min. 120

min. 120

min. 120

min. 122

min. 122

max. 186

max. 186

max. 190

max. 190

max. 190

max. 192

max. 192

96

96

100

100

100

102

4131
4132
4133
4134
4136

incl. hair catcher

water seal height 50 mm
ultra ﬂat, water seal height 25 mm

KA 4121
KA 4122

CUT PROTECTION TAPE
For shower surfaces

≤ 1000 x 1200 mm
> 1000 x 1200 mm

689720570000
689720580000

102

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES

100

Total height, KA 4121

2%

Height with support

PRODUCT CODE

NEXSYS SOUND INSULATION
For shower surfaces

≤ 1000 x 1200 mm
> 1000 x 1200 mm

b1

a1

*If the NEXSYS soundprooﬁng set is installed correctly
according to the installation instructions.

100

NEXSYS: from 80 x 80 cm to 90 x 170 cm

b1

687676180000
687676190000

NEXSYS meets the stringent sound insulation requirements*
of DIN 4109, SIA 181, ÖKONORM B8115-2 and SST III
of VDI 4100

100

100

consisting of: sound insulation mat (10 mm thick), sound absorbing pad, PE film

c10
q1

2%

2%

a1

2%

2620

brushed stainless steel, polished stainless steel, polished gold, brushed rose gold, powder-coated alpine white

750 mm
800 mm
900 mm
1000 mm
1200 mm

NEXSYS WASTE CHANNELS
MODEL NO.

ACCESSORIES

MEDIA CENTRE

www.kaldewei.com

Franz Kaldewei GmbH & Co. KG
Beckumer Straße 33 – 35
59229 Ahlen
GERMANY
Tel: + 49 2382 785 0
Fax: + 49 2382 785 200
info@kaldewei.com
kaldewei.com/international-contacts
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Installation video
Installation instructions
Interactive planning aid
Sound insulation and sealing certificates

292.936

•
•
•
•

No liability is accepted for mistakes, misprints, omissions or typographical errors. Subject to technical alterations, tolerances and errors. Similar illustrations.

Find out more about NEXSYS
on our website

